OPPORTUNITIES REALIZED AND LOST:
EQUITY AND EXCELLENCE IN MICHIGAN’S BUDGET
Brief on FY2017-18 School Aid Budget
BY SUNIL JOY
Education and equity advocates have much to
celebrate in this budget, including additional dollars for
our most vulnerable students. Despite this progress,
changes made to the state assessment should be
concerning to all Michigan students, parents and
educators.
Since early 2017, the governor and state legislature
have been debating the state’s school aid budget for
fiscal year 2017-18. The roughly $14 billion school aid
budget is the primary source of public school funding in
Michigan.
As described in our March 2017 analysis of the
Governor’s executive budget recommendation, the
state budget provides important opportunities to
advance equity and educational excellence. Money
alone, however, will not improve our schools. As
leading education states have shown, bringing about
extraordinary improvement in student learning
requires strategic investments in sustained,
transformative and systemic changes.
In this brief, we highlight key areas from the final state
school aid budget:

FAIR AND ADEQUATE SCHOOL FUNDING
The final Michigan budget includes an increase of
about $153 million in per-pupil funding, which amounts
to an additional $60-$120 per student. The budget also
adds $25 per pupil for high school (grades 9-12)
operations, as these schools often have higher costs
that elementary schools typically wouldn’t incur.
Beyond this increase for schools and districts, the final
budget also includes a significant increase in funds
dedicated to addressing the additional needs of lowincome and low-performing students—known as “atrisk” funding. These funds are provided in addition to
per-pupil funding allocations.
In one of the largest increases in recent years, the
legislature has provided an additional $120 million to
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support the education of at-risk students. This brings
total annual funding for at-risk students to nearly a half
billion dollars.
Finally, this budget invests in efforts to support the
education of English learners and English proficiency –
critical for the long-term success of recent immigrant
students. In this budget, funding has increased from $1.2
million to $6 million.
These proposed funding increases—particularly for our
most vulnerable—are a positive step forward for
Michigan’s public school students.
See Table 1 on the next page for a breakdown of
estimated funding increases from select Michigan
school districts in fiscal year 2017-18.

HONEST STATE ASSESSMENTS
Quality assessments provide critical feedback on the
impact of teaching on student learning and let parents
know if their child is on track. They also ensure that all
students are being held up to the same high
expectations statewide.
Created with the input of thousands of experts and
educators over multiple years, Michigan’s adoption of
the M-STEP assessment has for the first time provided a
truly honest portrait of college- and career-readiness for
Michigan students.
Among the most troubling portions of the state budget
is language requiring Michigan to change assessments
for the third time in six years. This assessment churn
creates unnecessary classroom disruptions, may delay
school accountability and could disrupt Michigan’s
stronger system of educator evaluation, feedback and
support.
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IMPROVING EARLY LITERACY

STRONG LEADERS & EXCELLENT TEACHERS

Research shows that the first few years of life are vital in
a child’s development. In fact, by the time a child enters
kindergarten, we already see massive gaps in vocabulary
between low- and higher-income students. Research
also shows that a child’s ability to read by third grade is
an important indicator of whether that student will drop
out of school, find regular employment or even end up
incarcerated.

Research consistently shows that teaching quality is the
number one in-school predictor of student success.
We are pleased to see the inclusion of $2.5 million to
develop a quality statewide student growth model. Such
growth models can also be used to generate student
projection reports—a tool that can predict whether a
student is on track to be successful in college-level
courses from an early grade.

The final budget continues the $243.9 million annual
investment for the Great Start Readiness Program
(GSRP), an initiative that provides preschool for lowincome four-year olds statewide.
The budget also increases funding for early literacy
initiatives from $24.9 million to $30.4 million. Included in
this increase is doubling funding for reading coaches,
from $3 million to $6 million. Much of the remaining
dollars are to be distributed to districts at an equal perpupil amount of $210 per 1st grade student.
While we support the state’s continued commitment to
early literacy, we know that Michigan can’t succeed with
a few one-off investments. It’s going to take a series of
interconnected changes in both policy and practice over
multiple years. These must be combined with a serious
focus on quality implementation, careful monitoring of
data, and a willingness to learn and recalibrate.

IMPROVING LOW-PERFORMING SCHOOLS
When a school is identified as underperforming, school
and district leaders must take proactive steps to address
their deficits. It is essential that the district and school
undergo a comprehensive needs assessment to address
root causes—which must include the unique needs of
their most vulnerable students. In the end, for the sake
of all students and Michigan’s future vitality, these
schools must be put on a long-term pathway for success.
The budget includes $6 million for partnerships between
the Michigan Department of Education and struggling
school districts to support improvement.

In leading states like Tennessee, educators use rich data
from these models to help support and inform their
instruction.
TABLE 1: FY2017-18 SELECT ESTIMATED FUNDING
INCREASES BY SCHOOL DISTRICT
Per-Pupil
At-Risk
TOTAL
Increase
Increase
INCREASE
DETROIT PUBLIC
SCHOOLS C.D.

$5,869,374

$3,307,056

($118/pupil)

($777/pupil)

GRAND RAPIDS
PUBLIC SCHOOLS

$2,036,538

$1,628,597

($120/pupil)

($777/pupil)

$1,394,179

$943,742

($109/pupil)

($777/pupil)

LANSING PUBLIC
SCHOOL DISTRICT

$1,199,088

$926,116

($113/pupil)

($777/pupil)

SAGINAW CITY
SCHOOL DISTRICT

$697,394

$546,237

($120/pupil)

($777/pupil)

PONTIAC CITY
SCHOOL DISTRICT

$482,862

$347,105

($120/pupil)

($777/pupil)

BATTLE CREEK
PUBLIC SCHOOLS

$475,472

$323,220

($120/pupil)

($777/pupil)

FLINT CITY
SCHOOL DISTRICT

$462,450

$310,395

($106/pupil)

($777/pupil)

$374,965

$157,900

($104/pupil)

($777/pupil)

$254,348

$194,671

($120/pupil)

($777/pupil)

KALAMAZOO
PUBLIC SCHOOL
DISTRICT

YPSILANTI
COMMUNITY
SCHOOLS
BENTON HARBOR
AREA SCHOOLS

$9,532,742
$3,748,892

$2,421,404

$2,192,872
$1,282,308
$854,881
$826,910
$794,580
$557,652

$468,211

A full breakdown of funding increases by school district can be
found here (see FY2017-18 District Impact Report).

School and district improvement is hard work and it is
critical that these dollars are closely monitored to
ensure that low-performers are actually seeing results.
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